
Dynamical Fields



Dynamical Field Theory

• The field represents the activation (at a given time) of locations 
along continuous metric dimensions of sensory or motor 
surfaces.

• These dimensions are in many cases supported by brain 
recording showing neural firing rates at particular cortical cells 
are sensitive to some particular dimension of the sensory or 
motor surfaces. 
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Functional sensory surfaces
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Neural representation of 
functional sensory surfaces

extract features 
from the anatomical 
sensory surfaces by 
input-driven neural 
networks 
(essentially feed-
forward)

as characterized by 
tuning curves/
receptive fields

[Hubel, Wiesel, 1962]
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leading to neural maps: 
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Peaks of activation in perceptual 
neural fields represent objects
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Functional motor surfaces

the parameters describing movements… movement 
direction, amplitude etc..= functional motor surface 

the (essentially) forward connectivity to the muscular 
systems (synergies) implement functional motor 
surfaces..

[Georgopoulos, Schwartz, Kalaska, 1986]
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Neural fields

neural fields represent the 
functional motor surface 
through their connectivity 
to the anatomical motor 
surface 
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Peaks of activation in motor neural 
fields represent motor intentions
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Field Dynamics

• Generalization of neural dynamics to continuous fields, instead 
of single units

• Basic equation:

•

Dynamic Field Theory: Foundations
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either a single fused motion (top) in the 
direction of the average of the two 
stimulated motions (gray arrows), or 
consists of two transparent motions in the 
stimulated direction (middle), or is a 
single motion at one of the two 
stimulated locations (bottom). The right 
column shows the activation field defined 
over movement direction that represents 
these perceptual outcomes. Top: The 
fused motion (black arrow) is represented 
by a peak positioned near the average 
direction of the two inputs, whose 
locations are marked by gray arrows. 
Middle: Two motions perceived at the 
same time (transparency) are 
represented by two peaks located each 
over a stimulated movement direction. 
Bottom: One motion is represented by a 
single peak located at the site 
corresponding to its movement direction, 
while activation at the other stimulated 
site is suppressed.

Adapted from Giese, 1999.

Field Dynamics
In DFT, activation fields are 
postulated to form dynamical 
systems. This means that an 
activation field, u(x, t), defined 
over dimension, x, evolves in 
time, t, as described by a 
differential equation. This 
equation has a form analogous 
to that used for individual 
activation variables in Chapter 

1. It links the rate of change of 
activation,  , at any 
location, x, through a 

term to the current level of 
activation, u(x, t). This is the 
stabilization mechanism that 
limits growth of activation at 
positive levels and decay of 
activation at negative levels. 
The resting level, h < 0, is 
assumed to be the same for all 
field locations, while localized 
input, s(x, t), may vary along the 
field dimension and in time. 
Thus, the first three terms in

(2.1)
 (p.40) are identical to the dynamics of individual activation variables, except 
that the discrete index that numbers the different activation variables has been 
replaced by the continuous variable, x, that spans the field dimension. As before, 
the parameter, τ, determines the overall timescale of the temporal evolution of 
u(x, t).

What is different for activation fields compared to activation variables is the 
mathematical format of neural interaction. The integral is a continuous version 
of the sum over all field sites,  . Each site,  contributes only to the extent to 
which activation at that site exceeds a threshold as mediated by a sigmoidal 
function,  The threshold for coupling is, by convention, at u = 0, 
although the sigmoid function may be soft enough to allow activations slightly 
below zero to also contribute. The strength with which supra-threshold 
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Same as for two 
neurons, except for 
specification of x,
Location in field

Interaction kernel:
Contribution to activation 
from every other location 
in the field.



Interaction Kernel
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Excitation

Inhibition

• Excitation of nearby locations can create self-sustained peak

• Inhibition of more distant locations keeps peaks local.



• Excitation of nearby locations can create self-sustained peak

• Inhibition of more distant locations keeps peaks local.
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Properties (illustrated by exercises)

• Detection Instability —exceeding threshold

• Bistability

• Moving input = simulation of Khalil’s “pivoting”

• Reverse detection instability

• Memory Instability —increase h so peak doesn’t disappear when 
s=0.

• Selection Instability
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Memory Instability
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Selection Instability
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